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About the author

Joseph Bradshaw was an estate agent and mortgage broker who came to
prominence in the 1980s when, from their garage and kitchen, he and his
wife Margaret published a series of his books on DIY conveyancing.
With his unique sense of humour and tub-thumping message to
homeowners about doing things themselves, his books gained wide press
coverage and sales were phenomenal. Bradshaw's Guide to House Buying
Selling and Conveyancing made headlines in newspapers and magazines,
ranging from the Financial Times to Gardener's Weekly. Among the many
accolades he earned, his favourite was ‘the guru of layperson
conveyancing' from the Legal Correspondent of The Times. This new
Lawpack edition is an updated version of Joe Bradshaw's original.

Introduction

It isn’t true that only those who have gone through a long, expensive and
involved training can possibly understand the intricacies of house buying,
selling and conveyancing.
Traditionally, trained and qualified solicitors have done conveyancing. A
nineteenth-century government, grateful for their support in collecting
some taxes, gave them a legal monopoly of conveyancing for a fee. This can
also be done by licensed conveyancers. That leaves doing a conveyance for
no fee, which means that you can do a conveyance for yourself or anyone
else for whom you wish to do a favour. The principal skills required are
reading, writing and an ability to count your money.
People do far more for themselves than ever before. From painting and
decorating to car maintenance, people are having a go themselves. And it
isn’t only practical things that are tackled.
A few years ago, the technicalities for obtaining a divorce were simplified
and a little later the government withdrew the provision of legal aid for
parties to divorces that were not defended and where there is no ancillary
relief or issues with children. The increasing popularity of divorce and the
level of solicitors’ fees for doing the transaction have between them
produced thousands of do-it-yourself divorcees, who have done their own
divorces, and saved themselves over £500 by expending a little time and
effort. Moreover, during the process of doing their own divorces, people
have found that what hitherto they thought was a thoroughly legal process
is only judicial in so far as a judge has to give a nod over their papers, and
all the rest is an administrative matter.
Often, housing transactions have little to do with the law. Nowadays,
transferring a house from one owner to another is done, in most of
England and Wales, by filling in simple forms – that is the legal side of it.
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The bit that can be complicated is when you are using money from the sale
of one house to pay for the purchase of another. But that is not a legal
problem; it’s a business transaction. You don’t hare off to a lawyer when
you are trading upmarket from a Bentley to a Rolls; settling the Hire
Purchase on one and taking out a new loan on the other. In most
straightforward cases, you no more need to know the relevant Acts of
Parliament inside out when you buy a house than you need to know the
Road Traffic and Consumer Credit Acts when buying or selling a car.
Whether it’s a house or car that is being dealt with, you need to know
about honesty and fair dealing and if you meet up with someone who sells
you an unroadworthy car or seriously misrepresents a property to you, the
laws are there to punish the offender and obtain compensation; it’s then
that you really need a lawyer – a good one.
Just because you might have a legal remedy against wrongdoers, this
doesn’t mean to say you should not be prudent within your competence.
If you are considering buying a car that has done a fair mileage, you put it
through some stringent tests, and if you are not sure about it, but are still
interested, at a price, you get a qualified mechanic to give you a report on
it. If you want to make sure there is no Hire Purchase on it, go to the local
Citizens Advice Bureau (don’t ring, there’s a form to fill in) and for little
more than the cost of a stamp they will check it out for you. So there you
are, the legal owner of a bigger and better car, and you need know no more
law at the end of the transaction than at the beginning. But look at what
you have accomplished: you have satisfied yourself that the car is what it’s
cracked up to be and checked that the person offering it for sale owns (has
good title to) it. ‘Ah!’ you say, ‘houses are not like cars. Surely it’s more
complicated, and doesn’t the rule caveat emptor (let the buyer beware)
apply in full force to a housing transaction? Isn’t the whole business a
splendid opportunity for scoundrels to practise their wicked ways?’
My answer is: certainly houses are not like cars. Cars can be stolen,
repainted, engine and number plates swapped. You can’t very well shift a
whole house. As for ‘let the buyer beware’, in its application to housing it’s,
in the main, a reference to the purchaser making sure that the vendor has
good title (can prove he owns and has the power to sell) and as you will
learn from these pages, you obtain this assurance by sending a simple form
(no fee payable) to the Land Registry. Other potential flies in the ointment
can also be discovered from the Land Registry entries.
Most Land Registry forms mentioned can be found on the Land Registry
website, www.landregistry.gov.uk, where they can be filled out and printed
off (but, currently, not saved, so check before printing), others from law
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stationers, still others from HM Revenue & Customs Stamp Office
(www.hmrc.gov.uk/so).
If, when you last bought a house, any precautions were taken to make sure
that you did get vacant possession before the money was handed over (and
vice versa when you sold), the odds are that it was you who did the
legwork. Solicitors rely on the general law, together with the basic honesty
of the absolute majority of house owners on these practical points. On the
legal point of proving ownership, where the ownership is registered, they
rely on the state-backed guarantee provided by Her Majesty’s Land
Registry. I invite you to do the same.
HM Land Registry was established at the end of the nineteenth century,
the Land Transfer Act which set it up having finally made its way through
Parliament after centuries of attempts had failed. If you read what the
sponsors of the Act had to say in its support, you will see that they
intended to make dealing in land as simple as dealing in, to use their
nineteenth-century words, ‘stock and chattels’. To that end the Land
Registry was established, and of course someone has to pay for its upkeep.
Who better than those who benefit. The public? Today, the buyer of the
average house pays nearly a hundred pounds to the Registry – but who has
had the dealing simplified for him? The lawyer.
Since 1984, governments have laboured mightily to bring about
competition in the conveyancing business. According to the Council for
Licensed Conveyancers there are now approximately 750 licensed
conveyancers in the UK (including both fully and limited licensed) to
compete with more than 38,000 lawyers. So throughout we will refer to
fee-taking conveyancers as solicitors, under the generic surname of
Skinner.
I have done my own little survey. I put this question, ‘What do you think a
solicitor does for you that you could not do for yourself?’ Invariably the
answer is, ‘All those searches’. This answer is usually spoken with such
reverential awe, it seems that ordinary trusting people have come to
believe that every time they buy a house their solicitor has worked his way
through reference after reference, file after file, and book after book in
office after office and cellar after cellar, emerging with the scrolls into the
light of day, covered in dust and with a cold wet towel round his head.
In reality, the searching consists in sending off a few forms, which have
ready-printed questions, to the authorities who answer them for you. If
you really find this difficult to believe, at least have a look at the said forms.
When you see them, I am sure you will agree that of all the forms you have
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ever had the misfortune to struggle with, those used in housing
transactions suffer least from officialese and gobbledegook. If you have
already bought or sold a house, you will have found that the only thing
about the whole transaction which struck you as truly professional was the
sheer size of the bill at the end of it. It doesn’t matter whether your
conveyance was done by qualified solicitors or their clerks, you got the
same job done and the same bill.
Another thing that really seemed to puzzle the respondents to my survey
was: how did one manage to use the money from the sale of Flitsville for
the purchase of Newsville, when it’s well known that you actually have to
flit from Flitsville before you get your money for it? As you will learn, it
can be done when you can get all the parties or their representatives
together at the same time. But where that is not possible it’s done by the
simple expedient of taking a bridging loan for a few days. The interest is
up to three per cent over base rate, as well as an arrangement fee on the
loan. At present the base rate is low but could rise. It may be a practical
possibility increasingly in the current difficulties with the housing
market. To bridge a day, you can even leave your furniture in the van
overnight and get bed and breakfast somewhere. Because those who cut
out estate agents can choose their own buyers and control the pace, they
seldom need a bridging loan.
The high costs of moving house do deter many people from changing their
abode, particularly those people with young growing families. The older
end, having seen it all before, cannot face the anxieties generated by the
selling and conveyancing system. To them, the opportunity to do their
own and cut out the middlemen has proved a godsend.
Over the years I have, as a property owner, conveyed shops, offices, houses
and the like for myself – nothing has ever gone wrong. Never have I
regretted my choice, and neither have I ever met any other person who
does his own conveyancing who has any regrets. Sorting out the problems
that house buyers and sellers have has convinced me that it would have
been far better for many of them had they tackled the job themselves from
the beginning.
Transferring property is nowhere near as difficult as it has been made out
to be, but that doesn’t mean to say that the technical work can be done by
a two-year-old chimpanzee suffering from brain damage. If in a few of the
pages that follow it seems rather complicated, take courage and keep
going, remembering it’s all new to you.
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Though it’s hoped that this book makes an interesting and useful read in
itself, it’s intended to be kept at the learner estate agent’s and conveyancer’s
elbow for reference as he picks his way through buying and selling and
conveyancing for himself.
On the way he will notice that strategies and tactics are given so that
purchasers pay less and vendors get more. This inherent paradox can only
make life more interesting all round where both vendor and purchaser
have invested in the book. So if you spot from your opposite number’s
tactics a fellow reader, keep the knowledge to yourself, turn back to the
book and check up on how to cope. Why let the professionals have all the
fun? Do the job yourself and take a pride in it!

A word about forms
One word of warning regarding form numbers, which this book refers to
frequently. These numbers come from a variety of sources. All Land
Registry forms and Land Charges Department forms are numbered by the
Land Registry and the numbers are used by all law form publishers. The
same principle applies to HM Revenue & Customs forms. There are also
forms which are produced by commercial firms that use the name and
number of the originating party, such as the local search forms.
However, other forms are given their number by the publisher of the form
and, frequently, different publishers use different numbers. Plus, over the
years solicitors have got used to using general conveyancing expressions.
For example, ‘preliminary enquiries’ and ‘Enquiries before Contract’ are
the questions to be asked in writing before exchange of contracts; the
publishers will name and number them according to their own preference.
So when asked to answer preliminary enquiries if you are selling, don’t be
surprised to find that the form has a different name. In the old days, the
buyer’s solicitors sent these to the seller’s lawyers; they still do if they don’t
accept the Seller’s Property Information Forms.
The various Property Information Forms. These were introduced in an
attempt by the legal profession to create a seller’s property information
pack and the idea was that the seller’s solicitors would complete and send
these to the buyer or his solicitors, along with a local search, draft contract,
title information and so on. These forms have generally been replaced by
standard Property Information Forms, which are used in most residential
conveyancing transactions. These forms are available online.
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Don’t be surprised to find that when you sell your home you may be asked
to volunteer replies to the Property Information Forms, or you may be
sent the buyer’s solicitors’ preferred version of preliminary enquiries.
When you buy your new house, don’t be surprised if you are sent replies
to Property Information Forms, or are invited to send in your preliminary
enquiries. This confusion simply represents the distinction between
solicitors who prefer the old way and those who prefer the new.
A similar confusion in names and numbers applies to the Requisitions on
Title, questions posted by the buyer to the seller’s solicitors after contracts
have been exchanged.

CHAPTER 1

Buying

First of all, you must find something to view. Answering estate agents’ and
private vendors’ advertisements in local papers is one obvious way, and
touring round finding ‘For Sale’ boards is another. In many gated
developments which ban ‘For Sale’ boards this is not much use! But there
are also the not so obvious, such as placing your own advertisements in
newspapers or on websites such as www.gumtree.com and even shop
windows in the locality you have decided is the one for you. There is also
the direct approach of knocking on doors and asking ‘Is this house for
sale?’ to which you might be lucky enough to get the answer, ‘No, but that
one over there is.’ In any case, such an approach can often lead to a useful
conversation about the area and its qualities and problems.
The internet is now the buyer’s best friend when it comes to searching
for property to purchase. Websites such as www.findaproperty.com,
www.propertyfinder.com, www.zoopla.co.uk and www.gumtree.com, to
name but a few, have made the process of finding a property that you
want to buy even easier. These websites contain flexible search engines
which allow you to search in your chosen area, even if it’s many miles
away from where you currently live.
When you have viewed a number of houses within a short period of time
it’s sometimes, at the end of the day, difficult to remember which had what
– the address alone is not always sufficient to bring the memories flooding
back. So try to pick on some salient feature – the more ridiculous the
better, such as ‘the one with the surly butler’, ‘the one with the circular pink
mirrors on the bathroom walls’, ‘the one to suit mother-in-law’, etc., and
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make a note accordingly on the particulars if you have got some from an
agent. Why not take your camera (though the owners might think you are
a burglar’s agent, or worse a reporter!)? Remember, when viewing
property to which you have been introduced by an agent, that he gets his
commission from the vendor – he owes very little, if any, duty to a
purchaser. The higher the price he gets for the vendor, the more his
commission, but he’s got to be a bit of a dullard if the only reason he is
sticking out for the extra couple of hundred pounds is because it will push
his commission from £500 to £505.
Having found a house to view your main consideration is: can I make a
home here? I suggest that there are two additional criteria to which you
should pay attention. The first is already at the back of your mind: is it
structurally sound? The second sounds a bit daft when you haven’t yet
bought, but old hands who have often been moved up, down and across
the country for one reason or another will testify to its importance: will it
be easy to sell if ever I need to move? We will look at each in turn.
Whether you can make a home in the house you are about to view is a
highly personal question. Nevertheless, there are a few points that are
common to many people. For instance, if you are getting on in years you
have to consider whether children screaming at all times of the day and
night are easily tolerated. Even if you are young, you might well find other
people’s kids too much to bear. A new, neat and tidy development where
there is just a bunch of nice newly married couples but very few children
is no guarantee of a quiet life for those who want one. Noisy, late-finishing
house-warmings, followed by every conceivable sort of party, followed by
slamming of car doors can disturb the sleep just as effectively as the
screaming children the newly weds will soon produce!
If you are buying a semi or terrace (town/mews/cottage-style) house, get
to know as much as you can about who will be doing what at the other side
of that joint and party wall, and if the vendors have the television, radio or
CD player going full blast when you call, have it switched off and listen.
When there are neighbours’ drives that you look out over, try to make sure
there will not be a boat or caravan blocking your view.
Vendors who insist on viewing ‘strictly by appointment’ often do so
because they want to manipulate the situation – for example, if they have
at one side a neighbour who takes his bagpipe band off every weekend in
his caravan, while the young mariner at the other takes his boat and
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yapping dog away at the same time, who can blame such a vendor for
insisting on weekend viewing? And it’s a certainty that any vendor, if
questioned, will only vouchsafe that the neighbours are quiet people who
keep themselves to themselves, but are of sterling worth if called upon in
a crisis. And if he thinks you have an inkling that a band next door is trying
to perfect its line-up and gets it all together on Mondays, Wednesdays and
Thursdays, he will laugh that off with: ‘Oh, it’s quite lively, we quite enjoy
it – keeps us young, you know. Actually, we’ve heard that they are splitting
up – pity, really.’
If vendors don’t mention why they want to sell and where they are moving
to, ASK! If the answer doesn’t have the ring of truth, you have been warned.
If you are a non-gardener or simply can’t find the time for Britain’s major
hobby, don’t be persuaded to buy just because the garden looks so well
established, so neat and tidy already, and appears to need only a minimum
of maintenance. All gardens need constant attention if they are to look as
though they need no attention. A shower of rain just after you have viewed
can germinate a thousand weeds.
Any objection from any member of your family should be listened to
before you finally decide. Teenagers might say of an open-plan house that
there is nowhere for them to go. Open-plan houses seem to suit the very
young and the very old, but situations near rivers don’t suit either. They
are too wet for non-swimmers and too damp for the arthritic.
Before you go out viewing, it’s a good idea to get into your head what
hectares, yards, feet and metres look like. When told a room is 20 feet by
14 feet or 6 metres by 3 metres, can you visualise it in your mind? Is the
bath at your present abode of such a size that you can enjoy a long, lazy
soak in it? Whether it is or not, measure it, and use the size as a
comparison. Will your furniture fit? If it will, fine. If it won’t, then you
have to choose – furniture or house.
Having made your first visit during the week, make your second at the
weekend (or vice versa), so as to get a different perspective of the
neighbours and the neighbourhood. Park your car some distance away
and walk – you will see a lot more of the district that way.
With a bit of luck, there will be heavy rain before you move in, so while you’re
around, look for damp, and you never know, there might have been a burst
pipe or a fire to ruin the decorations. Even if contracts are signed you may
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still say, ‘You didn’t tell me about this lot. To be fair you must put it right’, but
that very much depends on the contract, as you will see from chapter 8.
You are not really entitled to make these subsequent visits (but why should
the sellers object?), and maybe the first thing you must really persuade
yourself of is that though you are going to the house to poke around in
somebody else’s private domain, you must not be embarrassed about it.
The vendors knew you and others were likely to do this from the moment
they thought about putting the house on the market, and they have had
ample time and opportunity to hide any dirty linen and to empty the
cupboard of skeletons.
A lot can be learned while walking up the path. A gate that is falling to bits
isn’t a very good introduction. Is the path itself cracking and subsiding? Is
the drive likely to help or hinder when you have a flat battery? Will icing
cause problems in the winter? Can you see any cracks in the stucco or
brickwork? If there is a lot of zig-zag cracking around the windows and
doors, they are signs of old or new subsidence. If the cracks have been
filled in some time ago and have not re-appeared, all is no doubt well.
All houses subside a little after being built and it usually expresses itself in
no more than cracked plaster. But if the cracks have been filled and parted
again, or, worse still, bricks have cracked vertically, there is real trouble, as
there is if a wall is starting to lean or taking on the shape of a saucer. You
don’t need to start digging around the foundations or paying a surveyor to
do so to know that this one is not for you – unless it can be bought for the
price of the land.
While still walking slowly up the garden path, have your first look at the
downpipes, roof and chimney if there is one. Have another look up from
the back garden later, and if it’s a tall house bring along your binoculars so
that you can inspect the chimney stack and pot. A swift look at the TV
aerials in the vicinity will tell you about TV reception. If there are a lot of
tall fancy ones about, reception is likely to be poor.

Damp
Once again, you are looking to see if the structure is doing the thing that
a house is supposed to do: shelter you from the elements. Damp is the
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indicator of most structural problems in a house. Water tries to get in from
the top, ends, sides and bottom. As if that were not enough, we bring it in
via pipes, and builders use thousands of gallons of water in the building of
a house. Houses are built of such things as bricks, mortar and wood, all of
which are porous, and the soil in Britain seldom dries out, so the fabric of
a British house is always damp to some extent. It’s when that dampness
passes an unacceptable level that things begin to rot and owners have to
start paying out.
Blocked, overflowing gutters and cracked downpipes can be a source of
water which will penetrate in sideways, as also can badly pointed chimney
stacks. Driving rain can find its way in through cracks around doors and
windows. Otherwise, sideways penetration of water is very rare as modern
houses are almost certainly constructed with two outside walls roughly
two inches apart and pinned together by metal wires or straps. The twoinch gap, called a cavity, forms an insulation barrier ensuring that water
can penetrate only as far as the cavity and no further. However, in the
building process careless builders have been known to drop mortar down
the cavity and allow it to accumulate on the ties.
In this case the mortar build-up can form a bridge to convey water from
the outer to the inner wall. If you are buying a house in the course of
construction, take your torch to have a look and tell the foremen if you
find his brickies are laying up problems, as well as bricks, for the future.
Once a house is completed and there is no internal evidence of damp from
this cause you can be pretty sure there is none. If you really want to be sure,
there is only one way to find out and this applies to much else – take the
house down brick by brick!
In all modern, indeed in nearly all, houses, there will be a damp-proof course.
This is needed because the ground in Great Britain is nearly always damp, the
brickwork in the foundations will soak it up, and it will quickly spread round
the house. A damp-proof course is a water-tight skin of some sort.
The old system was to set slates on the third or fourth brick course above
the ground, and below the level of the floor joists. Slate doesn’t bend and
the slight movements of a house can, over time, fracture parts of the slate
course. For many years now, builders have used mineral felt or plastic
sheet, both of which are flexible and can cope with anything but a really
radical structural movement. What it can’t cope with is the owner who
piles soil up against the wall to a height above the course.
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Count to the third or fourth course of bricks and you will see the slate or
black, bituminous material protruding a little somewhere along the line.
Once you have found the height follow the line right round the house to
see if your vendor has been silly. If he has, pay really particular attention
to the plaster, skirting board and any other woodwork on the opposite side
of that patch inside the house and give general attention to the whole of
the ground floor woodwork if there are wooden floors, because damp does
spread. If no real damage has been done, removal of the offending material
from the outside wall is imperative. This done, check to make sure that the
air bricks are clear and if the damp is only slight it will soon disappear.
What can be done when the damp course is damaged or the house was built
without one? You could get a builder to go round the house knocking out a
brick at a time and inserting a damp course as he goes. It might work – it will
certainly be expensive. There are firms who specialise in various, what can
loosely be described as,‘patent systems’. You can find them in the Yellow Pages
and they will usually give a free estimate. Some of these systems have a good
success rate. Most firms will give some sort of long guarantee. And here it’s
worth making a point about 10-, 20-, 30-year or even lifetime guarantees and
it’s this: it’s easy for the firm to give the guarantee, but who will guarantee that
the firm will still be in business if ever you need them?
So that’s the base and sides dealt with; what about the roof? The most
common form of construction for residential property is a pitched roof,
covered with either slates or tiles. It’s often difficult to gain access to roof
space, but if you have any doubts about the construction, it’s best to cope
with the difficulty now. In the case of an old house, it’s reasonable to
assume that any fault in the construction itself will have developed already
and your external examination will have told you whether the roof is
bowing or not. If it is and has been bowed or buckled for a number of
years and there is no internal evidence of damp, it’s probably all right.
However, if you decide to have a look in the roof space, take a good torch
with you but keep switching it off to see if any daylight is coming in
because of missing, broken or drifting slates or tiles. While you are up
there you can check on insulation of ceiling, tanks and pipes, and if there
is none or it isn’t done up to modern standards, you have found another
bargaining point or two.
Recent decorations can provide internal evidence of damp. Vendors do
titivate their houses up ready for sale; and they also, sometimes, do it to
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cover up evidence. If you suspect this has happened, see if you can borrow
a damp meter from your friendly DIY shop, but be careful that you are not
tracing the run of a water pipe or drain and mistaking it for damp. The
instructions that come with the meter will tell you about all that.
Flat roofs need special attention. If a pitched roof covered in slate or tile goes
wrong, the replacement of a few slates or tiles will, more often than not, solve
the problem. But the only remedy for a badly damaged flat roof is often the
complete replacement of the covering. The most usual coverings are lead,
asphalt roofing felt and sometimes zinc, and it’s important that roofs be laid
to a proper fall so that water doesn’t gather in any depressions. If you can see
any such pools, then trouble is on its way – sooner or later.
As the covering is exposed to heat in one season and cold in another and
sometimes both on the same day, and its expansion and contraction rate
is not equal to the boards on which it’s laid, you can often see the skeleton
impression of the boarding showing through the covering. Now, that
boarding should run at right angles to the gutter; if it’s parallel to the
gutter, water will gather in the depressions, which will have nothing on the
depression that will settle over you when you get the builder’s quotation
(avoid estimates) for the repairs. Felt roofs last about ten years, asphalt up
to 30 years. Evidence of downward damp can be seen on ceilings, upstairs
walls and chimney breasts. The fault can often be located and dealt with by
climbing a ladder and cleaning out the gutter. Where there are stains all
round the upper walls, unless you are getting a real bargain, it might be as
well to try elsewhere.
It’s not always easy to examine floors, particularly when they are covered
with lino or carpets. A vendor refusing to let you have a careful look might
give grounds for suspecting his: ‘Oh, the floors are all right, you can take
my word for it.’ It’s particularly desirable to have a thorough examination
made if there are any indications of springiness, such as ornaments
rattling, when you walk across the floor, or you suspect that it’s rotting
joists that are allowing the floor to part company from the skirting board.
The floor into a bay window is the favourite place for the rot to set in and
by an outside door is runner up. If your vendor tells you that you can have
every confidence in it, ask him to jump up and down on it for a while; after
all, he knows the way round his cellars better than you do.
Timbers can be affected by dry rot, wet rot, beetle or woodworm. Dry rot
is insidious. It’s a fungus and it glories in finding a bit of damp wood to set
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up business in. It gets down between the fibres of wood and dries the wood
out. Dry-rotted wood looks as if it has been dehydrated to a brown cracked
appearance and crumbles to dust at a touch when in an advanced stage of
development. Unfortunately, the damage is well under way before there is
any external manifestation of it as mentioned above. But the conditions
under which it thrives can be spotted: damp, smelly, unventilated corners.
Wet rot gets going when the wood becomes so saturated that the fibres
break apart, weakening the wood. It tends to happen at the end of timbers
(hence the attention to skirting board gaps) where water can get in
between fibres, but of course, it can occur elsewhere; around sink, bath
and WC wastes are likely areas. Depending on how far the wet rot has gone
it can be cured, often quite inexpensively, by replacing the rotted timber
and rectifying the fault that caused it. Take a strong torch with you into the
cellar (if there is one), because the floor joists are more likely than not to
be nicely exposed for your inspection. Poke around with a strong penknife
– if you can slide it into the wood at right angles to the run of the grain
you’ve found something.
The third ill that can affect timbers is beetles or woodworm. Woodworm
is the caterpillar of the beetle. The flying beetle alights and injects her egg
into timber and flies away until she is ready for a repeat performance. The
egg develops into a worm which, feeding on the life-giving juices of the
timber, transforms itself into a beetle in the image of its mother, and
burrows out into the light of day leaving behind it a tunnel in the wood
and a little pile of sawdust beside it. Which all goes to show that if you
simply go round, no matter how meticulously, squirting things into the
worm holes, you can’t be sure you have got all the little beggars; that is why
you need a specialist firm in to say whether the beetle is still active, and if
it is, to give you a quote for pressure spraying the timbers.
To find out if the worm has been active enough to cause real danger, the
penknife test is used. As with the wet and dry rot, badly affected timber can
be replaced and your decision must be based on the amount of repair
required; so if you find evidence of wood rot of any kind, call in one of the
specialist firms who will give you a quotation and offer a guarantee. If the
problems have been discovered early enough the cost need not be ruinous.
There are a lot of solid floors about nowadays, so if such a floor has parted
from the skirting board the supporting fill has rearranged itself and that is
why settlement has taken place – it can be rectified, but make sure there is
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no zig-zagging on the outer wall because in that case the foundations
might be rearranging themselves too.

Electrics
Another point to cover is the electrical system. A sure sign of wiring that
has had its day is the plug with round pins. The whole house needs rewiring. In older houses during your inspections of the roof space and
cellar, look out for any wires that pass across the joists. If you see two
element wires twisted together and festooned along you can be pretty sure
some re-wiring is necessary to bring the electrical system up to modern
standards of efficiency, and, above all, safety.
Some electricity companies will be only too glad to make a visual inspection
without charge and they will give a free quotation for any work required. If
for any reason the supply is cut off, as it no doubt will be, if there is to be any
gap between the time when the vendor leaves and you move in, no reconnection will be made if the whole system is not up to standard.
You should also be aware of recent changes to building regulations which
require any recent changes to electrics to have been carried out by a
qualified electrician. If you spot any new wiring, this might be something
to keep in reserve to ask when it comes to Enquiries before Contract. If the
work was done after January 2005, the vendor should have a certificate to
prove that it complies with the regulations.

Decorations
Decorations can cover a multitude of sins, and are, of course, like sin, a
matter of personal preference. Costs of decorating can be high particularly
if you have tall ceilings, with fancy cornices or moulding. The rooms
might look immaculate but always take the precaution of lifting a picture
off the wall to find out if pale patches will remain when the vendor has
gone. Incidentally, whether you redecorate because you dislike the colour
scheme or because the place is a dirty tip, the cost will be pretty much the
same, although if the wallpaper is already peeling off it might be cheaper!
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Plumbing
We’ve dealt with unwanted water getting into the house and causing damp
– now we will have a look at the water that we do want in the house. If you
are to get your water from a well, you will need someone to tell you if the
well is sufficiently deep to avoid pollution of the water by any drains that
might be or become defective. A well must also be situated at a reasonable
distance from any possible source of contamination. In fact, before you go
any further, a few words with the local authorities would be in order – they
might already know the situation and have costly plans for the owner or
his successor.
Find the tap at the highest point and try the pressure. Also try the hot water
pressure to the bath – you don’t want to wait all day for the bath to fill.
Neither do you want to spend all day pulling on the WC plunger, so drop a
piece of paper into the pan and see if you can send it on its way with one
shot, and while you are about it note if the pan or the washbasin is cracked.
When you walk round the garden and find a portion that is squelchy or
there is an ominous line of subsidence in the driveway it might be that the
vendor is a bit of a stinker and is not levelling with you. However, you can
square him up by getting a firm in to test the drains. If they use the water
pressure system, they could cause damage so get the vendor’s written
permission first – as a matter of fact, if the firm has anything about them
they will have a standard form intended to indemnify themselves, so have
a word with them to make sure it isn’t amended to land you in the …
I would like to instruct vendors not to read the next paragraph, but if they
can’t resist reading I implore them not to draw any guidelines from it to
help them with their sales!
Central heating systems need examining. Ask to see last year’s receipts for
the fuel used. If it’s a system such as gas, ask if it has been regularly
serviced. Find a radiator at the highest point in the house and as you turn
the air-release screw hold a lighted match to it. If you set up a lighted gas
jet it isn’t because gas has got into the system; it’s the product of some
corrosion that has started. It might only need some anti-corrosion fluid
putting in the system – on the other hand that might not be sufficient. In
any case, all the more reason to have a careful look round for leaks
particularly at joints. Leaks also tend to make nasty stains on carpets.
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If you remember most of the tips given above, a vendor will not notice
how much you are noticing. A glance takes in that the electric socket on
the skirting board has square holes, and the same glance tells you that the
floor is well up to the skirting board, and as you walk over to the bay to
admire the view your ears tell you that the presents from Blackpool and
Malaga on the sideboard are not doing a clog dance accompanied by
castanets. And while you are admiring the view, you might as well test the
window to see if it opens.

Surveys
There might seem to be a lot to look at, but houses are big things and cost
big money. You can’t expect to get satisfaction if you buy one with the
same nonchalance as when you buy a new light bulb.
Can you rely on a lender’s surveyor’s report thinking: ‘Well, he will tell me
if there is anything wrong with it’? Well, he will and he won’t. His job is to
tell the building society whether the land and buildings thereon (as the
saying goes) is good enough security for the money they are thinking of
lending you to assist you in your purchase. He has no obligation to you
although he does owe you a duty of care; he will not stick his neck out
telling you that the structure is perfectly sound, but you can be sure that
he will let the building society know if the foundations or the roof are in
danger of collapse, and that whereas they think they are getting a desirable
residence as security, there is the distinct probability that in a year’s time
all that would be left for them to get their money back on would be a plot
of land covered in rubble. (Incidentally, it doesn’t necessarily work quite
like that. When a borrower defaults, the building society does take and sell
the property. In the extremely rare case where they don’t raise sufficient
money to cover the defaulter’s indebtedness, and their own and their
agents’ and solicitors’ costs, then the defaulting borrower can still be sued
for the balance.)
A vendor of a property less than ten years old is apt to say that it’s
guaranteed by the National House Building Council (NHBC). Well, not
quite! What a builder gets for his purchaser is a ten-year cover. It’s
sometimes called a ‘ten-year structural warranty’, but this is inaccurate. It
covers more than just the structure, particularly for homes registered for
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cover since 1 April 1999. Since 1988, the scheme has been known as
‘Buildmark’.
You require the balance of the period of cover to be transferred to you, but
NHBC and builders don’t require it. Add a clause to the contract saying the
vendor will assign it to you (using a Form CS12, or HB12).
The protection which NHBC gives is in two sections: first, the builder’s
obligations and second, NHBC’s insurance cover. Under the first section,
the builder has to put right at his own expense any defects that arise as a
result of his failure to comply with the NHBC minimum standards of
workmanship and material and which are notified to him in writing
during the first two years of the house’s life. Don’t think that buying a
recently built house means that you will get a repair-bill-free ten years –
you won’t. A house owner is not relieved of his normal maintenance
responsibilities, and the agreement doesn’t cover normal wear and tear, or
normal shrinkage. Some items such as fences, white goods and lifts are not
covered at all.
Under the second section, cover is in three main parts. First, against loss of
deposit in the event of the builder’s insolvency between exchange of
contracts and completion. Second, against the costs of repairs that result
from the builder’s insolvency or failure to meet an arbitration award or
judgment which arise during the period up to two years from the date of
the NHBC Certificate. Third, the cost of more serious items which arise
during the third to tenth years from the date of the certificate (please note
that the ‘certificate’ is also known as the ‘Ten-Year Notice’). There is a
fourth element of cover: the NHBC is the building control authority in
place of the local council. This covers costs of putting right breaches of the
statutory building regulations.
The NHBC cover saves you from the consequences of basic bad building
and that’s about it. That is to say, broadly, the cover is for such items as
subsidence or settlement, and other major structural defects due to noncompliance with standards, such as collapse or serious distortion of
joists or roof structure, or chemical failure of material affecting the loadbearing structure.
Since 1 April 1999, the cover has been expanded and includes, among
other things, double glazing, defective flooring, defective flues and wet
applied plaster. It also includes insurance against the cost of cleaning up
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contamination of the plot on which the house stands, if a statutory cleanup notice is served on the owner.
Since 1 April 2003, the Council of Mortgage Lenders (CML), the House
Builders’ Federation (HBF), the new home warranty providers (NHBC,
Zurich and Premier Guarantee) and the Law Society of England and Wales
have introduced a solution to the problem of home buyers reaching legal
completion and moving into the newly built property before the property
has been classified as satisfactorily complete, and in some cases before the
pre-handover inspection. It has been agreed that lenders will not release
the mortgage funds for a new property until the buyer’s conveyancer has
received confirmation in the form of a cover note that the property has
received a satisfactory final inspection and that a new full home warranty
will be in place on or before legal completion.
If you are a second or subsequent buyer, you cannot claim on the NHBC
for defects that the first purchaser reported to the builder, nor defects
that were visible, on reasonable inspection (whatever that is), at the time
of purchase.
During its existence, the National House Building Council has done sterling
service for the owner-occupier, particularly the original purchaser from a
builder, in raising minimum standards of building and finish. If you are
thinking of buying a newly built house, see if the builder is on the NHBC
Register. If he isn’t, it might be that he has been kicked off. If he has, there
may be problems with obtaining cover regardless of the fact that he may
have hung onto the documents. On the other hand he might be a splendid,
upright, entrepreneurial character who knows what he, like his father before
him, is about and is determined not to have any ‘pen-pushers’ telling him
what to do. Ask some of his previous buyers. They’ll soon tell you how good
he is. Mind you, he might be the salt of the earth, but he will never sell his
house to anyone wanting to raise a loan on it and a cash buyer will never sell
it to anyone wanting to raise money to aid the purchase. Fact is the absence
of an NHBC Certificate for a new house renders it unsaleable unless
something similar is in place which enjoys market recognition. Generally,
this means insurance or the benefit of one of the other schemes recognised
by the Council of Mortgage Lenders. See next section.
You will see from the necessarily brief description given above some of the
things the NHBC is and isn’t. When you are in any deal which involves the
ten-year structural warranty, write off to its Council and get just as much
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information as you can. While we are dealing with newly built houses, it’s
as well to ask a vendor of a second-hand house whether he intends moving
into one. Builders’ dates for completion are seldom kept and can often be
weeks, or even months, wide of the mark. Also, find out if you are likely to
be tagging yourself into a chain and how long it is.
Given the climate in England and Wales, and the rarity of a long summer
drought, the NHBC guarantees given in the past three or four years could
well have expired before we experience a drying out of sub-soils, thus
testing the foundations and possibly starting some nasty movements in
many a dream home. So the old hands will prefer to buy a house that is six
or seven years old, where any weak spots have had time to show.
All the above might seem like a great song and dance production number,
and if you employ a surveyor to make a full inspection of the property that
is exactly what the vendor will tell you he did. Surveyors are responsible
and can be held for cash damages at law if they put it down in writing that
a house is sound, but experience proves otherwise. For example, when you
move in together with a grand piano and a host of can-can dancing friends
for a house-warming party and the floor is not strong enough to support
the revelry, the surveyors could have to pay for new timbers for the floor,
and wooden legs for you and your friends. So surveyors have to be very
cautious, otherwise they don’t get their insurance renewed. The premiums
are high in any case and that, and the interminable time surveyors spend
looking at property to make sure they are safe, is reflected in their bills. It’s
also reflected in their reports, which are sometimes splattered with gems
of ambiguity.
If you opt for anything less than a full structural survey (very costly), all
you will get are such masterpieces as ‘from a head-and-shoulders
inspection through the loft aperture the roof timbers appeared to be
sound’, or this page filler: ‘the kitchen tiles are of a somewhat dated design’.
However, don’t buy the idea that a full structural survey is a kind of
insurance. If, after you move in, you spot things that the surveyor missed,
don’t think that a polite letter saying, ‘Dear Mr Tape, please will you send
me £2,000 to pay for repairing the wood rot that you didn’t warn me
about’ will take any tricks. It won’t. It’s not easy to sue for professional
negligence, which is not the same as getting it wrong. You (on your own)
have to prove that the surveyor (backed by his professional association and
his insurance company, even into the Supreme Court) didn’t use the level
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of skill and care that one would normally expect a qualified person to use.
Not easy! Also, even if you do succeed, there is no guarantee you will get
the costs of putting the problem right. The usual measure of damages is
the difference between the amount the surveyor valued the house at and
the actual value of the house with the defects.
A house which has been standing 50 years may be ready for a face-lift, but
it isn’t likely to fall down tomorrow, and though the finish on recently built
houses might not be of the best, it’s ridiculous to be frightened of what our
builders have produced by the hundreds of thousands for private buyers.
And there is always the National House Building Council guarantee.

CML Handbook
This is perhaps as good a place as any to make one cardinal observation.
There are – in the estimation of solicitors and the banks, building societies
and other organisations that lend money to aid a purchase – right ways
and wrong ways of doing things.
Buying a new house from a builder who is the salt of the earth – as honest
as the day is long sort of thing – who cannot offer NHBC or similar
protection (see section 6.6 of the Handbook noted below) is something
you are perfectly at liberty to do if you are not borrowing money, but don’t
be surprised to find you may have trouble selling later.
There are other issues of a more technical nature, which will be referred to
in the coming chapters; if you want to know what they are, have a look on
the internet. Much of this ‘lore’ (not ‘law’) was first published in 1999 as
the Council of Mortgage Lenders’ Handbook for England and Wales. You
can find it at www.cml.org.uk. Check for updates (only available online as
hard copies are no longer produced) as it has been changed on several
occasions since first published. This is the guidance followed by banks and
building societies. If these guidelines aren’t followed, it will be difficult to
borrow money to buy your property from a mainstream lender and will
make selling it on more difficult.
Try to read Part I of the Handbook; it tells you what all the solicitors you will
deal with ought to be doing. Part II sets out the special requirements of
some of the main CML members. If you are buying and your lender is not
named in the Handbook, ask if it is a member, and what its Part II
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requirements are. Then follow them to the letter! The CML Handbook is
not the final word on what to do, but be warned: you can ignore all or any
of it if you wish, if you are not borrowing money to aid the purchase, but
if you gloss over some of the problems discussed in the Handbook, you may
find you will have trouble selling later, or will be put to expense that
perhaps your seller should have incurred when you bought the house.

Seven good questions
You can usefully look a vendor straight in the eye and ask him a few
pertinent questions, the answers to which could determine whether you
should spend further time and money on the project.
1. Is the property freehold? If it isn’t, what is the ground rent and how
long has the lease to run?
2. Does the owner have to pay any maintenance charges to anyone apart
from builders, decorators, etc., to whom he himself has
given specific orders?
3. Is the road and main drain taken over by the council or do the
frontagers have to club up every now and then to have them repaired?
4. If you are in a business or profession, can you put up your brass plate
and can your spouse hang out the washing or are there
any restrictions?
5. Has anyone got the right to traipse across any part of your property?
Ever?
6. If there is any evidence (extra cookers, sinks, etc.) of more than one
family living in the property, what guarantee is there that they will all
move out, thus ensuring that you get full vacant possession on
completion?
7. Has the property ever been flooded or faced serious risk of flooding?
In case you are thinking of making alterations, ask if the vendor happens
to know if there are any restrictions in the deeds on this point (this would
particularly apply to leases) and if there aren’t, whether there are any
restrictions imposed by the local authority – such as a preservation order
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or conservation area. A vendor might not declare all that he knows at this
point, but don’t worry too much as we have other ways of making him talk
as you will learn later.
Think long and carefully about buying a house that will only fit your
requirements if you make a number of structural alterations. Such alterations
invariably cost more than the number you first thought of. It’s the etceteras
and extras that are costly. In any case, if you are buying a house on an estate,
it will be a property of a certain class (or there may be restrictive covenants
preventing this) and by improving it you risk bringing it out of that class and
making it difficult to sell, if and when you decide to move again.
This is the third criterion you must have in mind when you go viewing. Put
the question: ‘Is it a good investment, in so far as I will be able to realise it
without too much anguish, if ever I need to?’You might think that, compared
with similar properties, the one you are looking at is a snip. It no doubt has
to be, to attract a viewer at all! You don’t want to be in that vendor’s situation
ever, so you would be wise to avoid buying a house situated near any of the
following: a fish and chip shop, a take-away cafe, a hospital, a public house, a
church, a garage or repair shop, a fire station, or a public lavatory. All the
foregoing, and a few more besides, can be anything from a nuisance to a
serious disadvantage; even if you happen to be deaf and have no sense of
smell, others are not so afflicted. Any estate agent who knows anything at all,
knows that such badly located properties should only be put on the market
at the height of a house-selling boom when, literally, anything will sell.
At the first whiff of any rumour about plans for any kind of nonresidential development round about where you live, get together with
your previously independent and apathetic neighbours and protest loud
and long at any hint of intrusion by such property-price-debasers into
what has previously been such a highly respectable area, unless, that is, you
stand to make a vast profit because the property under discussion is your
very own. In such a case, the protesters are dog-in-the-manger reactionary
luddites opposed to all forms of progress which public-spirited individuals
(you) are slaving away trying to introduce.
Sometimes it takes ages to find a property that comes up to scratch and suits
your requirements; sometimes it’s a case of beginner’s luck. In either case
remember you are not the only bargain-hunter around, and the race goes to
the swift. Don’t go groggy when the finishing line is in sight – be ready with
your own pack of conveyancing forms.

